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1. INTRODUCTION 
The silov boundary d,D, the smallest closed subset of the boundary 
where the maximum principle holds for all holomorphic functions con- 
tinuous up to the boundary, of a bounded pseudoconvex domain D in C” 
with C3-boundary was studied by Debiard and Gaveau [7] in a 
probabilistic way. In their investigation, an important role was played by 
the conformal martingale diffusion constructed from the Kahler metric 
derived from the defining function of D. The recent development of the 
theory of Dirichlet forms for plurisubharmonic (abbreviated to psh) 
functions gives a nice and new way to construct conformal martingale dif- 
fusions (see [12, 19, 181) and leads us to the framework in which we can 
generalize Debiard and Gaveau’s probabilistic approach to the !%ov boun- 
dary. Indeed, in Section 2, for a family p = { pl, . . . . pN} of negative bounded 
psh functions on a bounded pseudoconvex domain D (not necessarily with 
C3-boundary) such that n,“=, p,(z) -+ 0 as ; -+ dD, we will construct a sub- 
set of dD, say rep’. We will see that r (p’ does not intersect d,D, using a 
suitable conformal martingale diffusion obtained from this p (Theorem 2.1 
and Corollary 2.1). Our r (P) depends only on the family p of psh functions 
on D. Hence Pi not only reflects the stochastically complex-analytic 
aspect of D but also has no dependence on the data flowing into from the 
outside of D. Thus our rcpi is more acceptable from the point of view that 
we identify the domains which are biholomorphic to each other. 
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In, Section 3, we will use our r (P) to investigate an extension of the 
minimum principle for the complex Monge-Ampere operator (dd”.)” (for 
the definition of (dd’.)“, see [3,4, 191). The original minimum principle for 
(dd”.)” was stated in [3] and reads as: if D is a bounded domain in @” and 
u, v are bounded psh functions on D satisfying 
(d&u)” d (dd”v)” on D (1.1) 
lim inf (U - v)(z) 2 0 
= 3 --‘<ZED 
for every r E dD, (1.2) 
then 
U3V on D. (1.3) 
The stochastic approach to this principle and its applications were dicussed 
in [ 111. This principle is important because it implies the uniqueness of the 
solution for the complex Monge-Ampere equation: given f E L”(D) and 
4 E c(aD), 
u is bounded and psh on D 
(dd'u)" =fdV on D (1.4) 
lim u(z) = b(t) for every 5 E aD, 
? - i.ZE D 
where V is the Lebesgue measure on D. If the domain D is strongly 
pseudoconvex, then the existence of the solution for (1.4) was verified by 
several authors [3,4, 1 I]. Thus (1.4) is well-posed. Turning to the weakly 
pseudoconvex domain D, we recall that Bremermann [S] showed that we 
can expect the existence of the solution for (1.4) with f = 0 only if the 
boundary values 4 are prescribed exactly on d,D. Although aD = iT,D for 
strongly pseudoconvex D, in general, i?D # a, D for the weakly pseudocon- 
vex domain D. Hence to solve the uniqueness of the solution for the com- 
plex Monge-Ampere equation with the boundary values prescribed on 
d,D, what is required is the modified minimum principle as follows: if 
bounded psh u and v enjoy (1.1) and 
lim inf (24 - V)(Z) 2 0 for every t E a, D, (1.5) z-E.;ED 
then (1.3) holds. However, this is not true in general as is seen in 
the following example: let D = {z = (z,, zz) E C2: lz,l < 1, lz21 < l} and 
U(Z) = (zl12 and v(z) = (z2( 2. Then (d&u)’ = (dd”~)~ = 0 on D and u = v on 
l&D= {[z,l= lz21 = 1) (h ence (1.1) and (1.5) are satisfied) but U<V on 
{lz,l </z,/<l} and u>v on (1~~1 <lz,/<l}. Thus we need some 
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additional condition to (1.5) in order to obtain (1.3). In Section 3, we will 
see, using our rcP), that if bounded psh u and u satisfy ( 1.1) and 
liminf (u--u)(z)>0 
z+{,.ED 
for every r E aLI\PP’ 
(1.61 
dd”(u+u)<C fj (-pi)“& - 2 log( - p,) 
1 
on D n C’, (1.7) 
,=I ,=I 
for some C30, 0 < !x, and some open U with (in c7D = PP), then (1.3) 
holds (Theorem 3.1). Using the observation of Debiard and Gaveau, some 
special cases that the identity a,D=8D\f(p) holds will be stated in the 
middle of Section 2 and the precise repesentation of (1.7) in these cases will 
be given in Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2. 
In Section 4, as another application of FP), we will- investigate the 
asymptotic values of the holomorphic function 4: D -+ C’ (for the 
definition of asymptotic values, see Section 4). The asymptotic values and 
paths for subharmonic functions were studied by several authors 
[ 1, 8, 14161. Moreover, in [ 11, the probabilistic approach was employed 
and it was seen that if the pseudoconvex domain D and the holomorphic 
function 4: D + C’ enjoy some properties then the set A of asymptotic 
values is the “image” of the set of strongly pseudoconvex points through 4 
under the Euclidean harmonic measure for (b(D). We will show that under 
the same measure A is the “image” of PP’ through 4. 
2. DIRICHLET FORMS AND THE SILOV BOUNDARY 
Throughout the paper, D is a bounded pseudoconvex domain in @” 
which possesses a family { p, , . . . . pN ) of negative bounded psh functions on 
D such that 
,fi, p,(z)-+0 as :-+c?D (2.1) 
and on each relatively compact subdomain D’ in D (D’ c D in notation) 
dd’ - -f log( -pi) > CD,dd”lz12 
i 
for some C,]. > 0. (2.2) 
I=1 1 
Here and in the sequel, for locally bounded psh functions u,, . . . . u,, and 
l<k<n, d&u, A . . . A d&u, denotes the closed positive current of 
bidegree (k, k) defined inductively by 
s d&u, A ... A dd”u, A tj= s qdd’u, A ... A dd”u, , A dd’q% D D 
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for every C,“-form 4 of bidegree (n-k, n-k) (cf. [3,4, 12, 193) and we 
write 4 2 $ for currents 4, $ of bidegree (k, k) if $ - I+$ is a positive current. 
Let P,(D) be the set of all bounded psh functions on D and Q(D) be the 
set of all families p = (p,, . . . . pN} of negative bounded psh functions on D 
with the properties (2.1) and (2.2). By the above assumption, Q(D) #d. 
For p = (p, , . . . . pN} E Q(D), we define 
4 ‘P) = - f log( -p;) 
,=I 
p* = - fi ( -pi)‘12N. 
,=I 
Then, due to the following lemma, we see that p* enjoys 
d&p* 2 c,sdd”lz)2 on each D’ c D for some C,. > 0 (2.3) 
and (p*} E Q(D). These properties will play an essential role in our 
investigation in this section and the next one. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p* and qcp’ he as above. Then p* E P,(D) and 
~(-p*)d~q(F’~dd’p*~~(-p*)d$q’“’ on D. (2.4) 
ProoJ By a standard smoothing argument, without loss of generality, 
we assume that each p, is C” on D. We denote by Hfthe Hermitian matrix 
( a2fldzi Zj), G i,lG n for a real C2-function f and by ( , ) the standard inner 
product on c”. A simple straightforward computation leads to 
<(fJPX) 1, f> =& (-p*) [,f, {$ ((HP;) t, t> +& I(8Pi> t>12 
I 
-& 1 igl 5 (aPi tIj2]7 
I 
((Hq’P’) t, t) = 5 
i= 1 1 I 
+(Hp;)tJ)+--, l IcaP,, t>12 , 
(-Pi) 1 
for t = (tl, . . . . t,,) E c”. Combined with Schwarz inequality, the desired con- 
clusion follows immediately. 
We prepare several more notations. For a pair (p, 0) of p E Q(D) and a 
closed positive current 0 on D of bidegree (n - 1, n - l), we say that 
(P, @E@ if dd”qtp’ A 6’ is a positive Radon measure with 
supp[dd”q”” A 0] = D. For (P, @~a, we can easily check that 
(0, dd”qcp’ A 0) is an admissible pair in the sense of [ 123 by the argument 
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similar to the proof of Lemma 3 in [ 183. We denote by (g(p.e), E(“.~‘)) the 
associated Dirichlet space, i.e., the minimal closed extension on 
L2(D; d&q’” A 0) of the symmetric form 
We are now ready to state our first result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (p, 8) E % and MCp.“’ = (Z,, i, PI”.“)) be the conformal 
martingale diffusion associated uith (F,--(p.l”, G(~,“‘). D&e 
rrp~“’ = (5 E dD: dd”+v A 8 > cdd’q’p’ A 8 on c’ n D jtir some 
E > 0, WI E P,,(D), and neighbourhood U qf ( ) . (2.5) 
Then 
Py’( < = + nj ) = 1 (2.6) 
P!P.“j( lim i--t I Z, E ?D\f”‘.“‘) = 1 (2.7) 
j&r q.e. z E D, urhere “q.e.” means “except a i:“‘.“‘-capacii?* zero set.” 
Remark 2.1. It is easily seen that the above F”.” is an open subset of 
dD for every (p, 0) E %. 
Remark 2.2. Since D is a bounded domain and M(P,“) has no killing in 
the inside of D, by virtue of the martingale convergence theorem, we see 
that lim, _ i Z, exists and is in aD Pfi”‘-a.s. for q.e. z E D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let A(D)= {h: D+ C’; h is holomorphic on D and 
continuous on D} and a,D be the silov boundary of A(D). Then 
a, D c aD\I+,H’ for every (p, 0) E ‘a. (2.8) 
Proof Since h E A(D) is ECp,“‘-harmonic, for q.e. z E D, 
h(z) = E1”H)[h(Z,G)], 
where G c D, 7sG = inf{ t > 0: Z, 4 G} and Ey.“’ stands for the expectation 
with respect to P!P,~‘). Letting G 7 D, we have 
h(z) = E!“.#‘[h(Z zc .)I q-e. z E D 
which implies 
sup{ [h(z)/ : z E D} < sup{ [h(z)1 : z E dD\Z+“‘}. 
This completes the proof. 
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Before proceeding to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we would like to give 
some comments on I-(“.@). As is well known, 13sD = dD if D is a strongly 
pseudoconvex domain. Moreover, because of the result by Bedford and 
Fornaess [2], d, D = dD provided that D is a pseudoconvex domain in C2 
with real analytic boundary. In both cases Corollary 2.1 implies that 
r(P3B) = 4 for every (p, 19). If each element pi of the family p is C2 on D and 
0 = 8, = (d&qcp’)“~ I, then d&w A 0 = (4/n) dwdd”qcp) A 8 holds for every 
w  E C’(D), where d is the Laplace-Beltrami operator corresponding to the 
Kahler metric ds2 = &?q (P) (the strict positivity immediately follows from 
(2.2)). In this case, Theorem 2.1 was essentially proved by Debiard and 
Gaveau in [7]. Furthermore, tracing their argument, we can easily see that 
fcp.‘pJ = dD\a, D holds in the following two cases. 
Case 1. D = {u < 0}, rs is psh on D and C3 on a neighborhood of 4, 
do#OonaD,andp={a,~z~2-R},R>~up{~z~2:~~D}. 
Case 2. D = { 1x1 < 1, 1 < i < N} and p = ( Ifi I ’ - 1, . . . . If,/ * - 1) where 
f;s are holomorphic functions on C” satisfying 
for each z E D, there is a sequence 1 < i, < . . . < i,l d N such that 
(2.9) 
there exists an open set U 3 dD such that JCL., , . . . . fin](z) # 0 for 
every 1 d i, < . . , < i,, d N and z E d n U, (2.10) 
where .I[fi,, . . . . fi,](z) is the determinant of the Jacobi matrix of&.,, . . . . S,, 
We will now prove Theorem 2.1. In the proof of (2.6) and (2.7) we will 
essentially follow the idea in [7], although our way to see (2.7) is different 
from the one there. The proof of the theorem will be broken into four steps, 
each step being a lemma. Thus in the statement of the following lemmas, 
we will be assuming that we are dealing with the situation described in 
Theorem 2.1 and will not mention it each time. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let q* = - log( -p*). Then 
dq* A d‘q* A tl<dd”q* A 6’=&d&qcp’ // 0 on D. (2.11) 
Proof: Since the equality is obvious from the definition of qcp) and q*, 
we show only the inequality. To do this, note that 
1 ddcq*=L ~ 
-p* 
dd’p* + (-p+)2 dp* A gp* 
1 
a------dp* A d‘p*=dq* A d”q* 
(-P*Y 
on D. 
This implies (2.11). 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let u be u locally bounded psh function on D. Then the 
energy measure p CUj of u is given by 
In particular, 
(2.12) 
(fbP"),<(l/2N)t 3 I > 0 P!p. O)-as. for q.e. z E D, 3 _ (2.13) 
where (MF”‘]) is the martingale part of the semimartingale q*(Z,) - q*(Z,) 
under PIP,“’ and ( MCq*3 ), is its quadratic variation. 
Proof. The second assertion is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2 
and the representation (2.12). Hence we will consider only the first one. Let 
D’ @ D and f E C,“(U). Since pL<,,) = p<,,+,> for any QE R’ and u is locally 
bounded, we may and will assume that u 3 0 on D’. Take a sequence {u,} ;” 
of C” psh functions on D’ such that uiJ u on D’. Then 1.4: 1 u2 on 0’ and 
nf’s are all psh. By Theorem Al in [lo], we have 
s .fdcl <,() = 2&'"9#f, u)- &(PJ’(uz,,f) n 
= lim [2@“‘(u,f, 24,) - E(~,~)(u~, ,f) J. 
1-7 
Here, for the second identity, we used the local property of E(~,” and the 
fact that a decreasing sequence of psh functions to the psh function is an 
approximating one in Pep.” (see [ 123). Furthermore a straightforward 
calculation yields 
&‘“.“‘(&f, u,) - E(P,d’ 2 (u;, f)=JOfdu, A d’u, A 8. 
Combining this with the monotone approximation theorem (see [4] 
or [ 191) we obtain the desired conclusion. 
LEMMA 2.4. For q.e. LED, PI.p”‘([= +x)=1. 
Proqf: By Lemma 7 in [ 121, q* is locally in P’-‘J’,“’ and 
c(“J’)(q”, f)= -{*fdd’y* * e= -!^,&fd&q(P’A e for .f~ C;(D). 
Hence 
q*(z,) - q*(z,) = My’ + (1/2N) t, t > 0. 
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In the usual way, this is rewritten as 
4*(-z,) -q*(z) = B((hP*l>,) + (1/2N) t, t > 0, P?‘-a.s. q.e. z E D, 
(2.14) 
where (B(t)) is a l-dimensional Brownian motion with S(0) = 0. Because of 
(2.1) and Remark 2.2, we see that the left-hand side of (2.14) tends to 
infinity as tt[. However, by Lemma 2.3, the right-hand side of (2.14) 
remains finite as t r [ unless [ = + co. This implies the desired conclusion. 
LEMMA 2.5, For q.e. z E D, P!_p,‘)(lim, _ r Z, E aD\f rp.f’)) = 1. 
ProojY Let &j E rep,“’ and take E > 0, w  E P,(D) and open U 3 5 such that 
d&w A 8 3 &dd‘qcpt A 13 on DnU. (2.15) 
Choose a sequence {G,,};= , of relatively compact open subsets of D such 
that G,, c G, + , T D. Set D,, = G,, v (D n U) and W* = w  + p*. By virtue of 
Lemma 2.1, it follows that w* E P,(D) and (2.15) yields 
d&w* A ~>~,,dd”q~“’ A 8 on D,, (2.16) 
for some E, >O. Because of Lemma 7 in [12], we see that c,,q(p’- w* is 
locally in g(J’,‘) and E”‘,” -quasi-continuous. Moreover, the same lemma 
and (2.16) imply that 
+“‘(&,,q(P’ - w*, f) = - 
5 
j-dd(c,,q(“)- M’*) A 6’2 0 
for every nonnegativefe C,“(D) with supp[fJ c D, and hence E,,qcP’- w* 
is e’P,O’-superharmonic on D,. Thus, by Theorem 9.3 in [ 19 3, we obtain 
E!pJ’[(&,q’p’- w*)(z rKA .)I d (%ctP’- NJ*)(z) q.e. z E D 
for every Kc D,, and T > 0, where rK = inf( t > 0 : Z, 6 K}. Since the obser- 
vation in the proof of Lemma 2.4 yields the identity EIP.“)[z, A T] = 
Ey~e’[q(p’(z Ix /\ f) - qcp’(z) J q-e., letting Kt D,, and Tt co, we have 
E!p30’[7,“] < + co q.e. z E D. (2.17) 
If we set A, = {Z,E D, for every t >O}, then (2.17) implies that 
Pyy‘4n) = 0 q.e. z E D, (2.18) 
because rD = + co on A,,. Since {lim, j o. Z, E t3D n U} c U;” A,, it follows 
from (2.18) that 
Pip,“‘( lim Z I E i3D n U) = 0 q.e. z ED. ,-CC 
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This completes the proof, for r (P,n) is covered with a countable number of 
such U’s. 
Remark 2.3. We discuss the inclusion ordering of J”“.“p)‘s. Suppose that 
p E Q(D) satisfies 
d&w A %, 3 Edd’q’p’ A 8, on DnU (2.19) 
for some E > 0, w  E P,(D) and neighbourhood U of r’/‘-“p). If u E P,,(D) and 
j= (p,, . . . . piV, u - 2IIul/ X, ~-21/w/(~), then rcri,“fi)~ P”,“‘p’. To see this, 
note that 
dd’[-log(2((wl/,-w)] A 83 \Iw/i;’ ddw A 8 for every 
closed positive current 8 on D of bidegree (n - I, n - I ), (2.20) 
dd’f A (dd”(f+ g))“-’ + (dd’g)“>,2.-‘I+ ‘(dd’(f’+ g))” for 
every locally bounded psh ,fl g on D. (2.21 ) 
Using these, we obtain the inequality 
and from which the desired inclusion follows. 
3. MINIMUM PRINCIPLE FOR THE COMPLEX MONGE-AMPERE OPERATOR 
In this section, we also work on a pseudoconvex domain D with the 
same properties as stated at the beginning of Section 2. Let p = 
{p,, . . . . pN} E Q(D) and 8, = (dd’q’“‘)“- ‘. Then (p, %,)E ~‘21. For the sake of 
simplicity, we write f (P) for PP.‘p). Our aim in this section is to show the 
following minimum principle for the complex Monge-Ampere operator. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p E Q(D). Suppose that u, v E Ph( D) enjoy the proper- 
ties 
(d&u)” < (d&v)” 
liminf (u--v)(z)>0 
z -* r.z c D 
on D, (3.1) 
,for every [ E dD\f’P’, (3.2) 
dd’(u+v)$ciq, (-pi)~dd’q’p’ on DnU (3.3) 
,for some C 2 0, 0 < tc and some open U c C” with U r\ 8D = rep’. Then 
U>V on D. (3.4) 
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This theorem combined with the observation after Corollary 2.1 
immediately implies the following. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let D be a bounded pseudoconvex domain defined by 
D = { r~ < 0 >, where o E P,(D) is C3 on a neighbourhood of D and da # 0 on 
8D. Zfu, VE P,(D) satisfy (3.1) and 
lim inf (U - v)(z) 2 0 for every < E d, D, 
2 - Cf.2 E D 
(3.2)’ 
dd’(u+v)dC(-a)“[da’~z~2+dd(-log(-a))J on DnU (3.3)’ 
,for some C B 0, 0 < a and some open U c C” with U n aD = aD\a,D, then 
(3.5) holds. In particular, the uniqueness of the solution of the following 
complex Monge-Ampere equation holds. 
u E P,(D) satisfies (3.3)’ with v = 0, 
(d&u)” = f dV on D (3.5) 
lim u(z) = b(5) for every 5 E 8, D, 
: + r.r E D 
where f E L,:=(D), f 2 0 and r+4 E C(d, D). 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let D be a bounded analytic polyhedron defined by 
D = { If.1 < 1, 1 d i d N} with holomorphic functions f’s on C” satisfying 
(2.9) and (2.10). Zf u, VE P,(D) satisfy (3.1), (3.2)’ and 
dd(u+v)dC fi (l-lfil’) 2; {(1-lf;/2))2dA”ljJ2} 
1 I 
on DnU, 
i= I j= 1 
(3.3)” 
for some C > 0, 0 < CI and some open U c c” with U n dD = aD\aS D, then 
(3.4) holds. in particular, the uniqueness for (3.5) with (3.3)” replaced for 
(3.3)’ holds. 
Before proceeding to the proof of the theorem we will give two examples 
which show that the requirements (3.3)‘, (3.3)” are needed. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. We give an example for (3.3)‘. For z = (zl, z2) E C*, let 
lz212- 1 for IzrJ d 1 a(z) = 
(lz,l’- q4+ (z2j2- 1 for lz,l 2 1. 




for /z,l< 1 
4(Iz,J2-l)3Zlt, +z,tz for Iz,) > 1 
((Ha)(z) t, t) = 
i 
lf212 
for lz,l < 1 
4(12,12- 1)3(4/z,12- l)lt,l’+ It,]’ for lzl/ > 1, 
where z=(z,,z2), t=(t,, t,)eC’, and (Ha)(z) is the Hessian matrix of a 
at z, we notice that D is a bounded pseudoconvex domain with C’-psh 
defining function 0 with dc # 0 and that its Silov boundary ii, D is given by 
For z=(z,,z,)~C’, define 
v(z) = 
61z,12-2 for Iz,/ d 1 
4b,14 for /:,I > 1. 
It is easily seen that U, u E Ph( D), 
(dd’u)2 = (dd”v)’ = 0: 
U=V on JsD, 
but 
Thus (3.1) and (3.2)’ are satisfied but (3.4) does not hold. As for (3.3)‘, a 
simple straightforward calculation yields that on { I;, ( < 1 } n D 
dd’(u+v)=(12+32jz,I’)&idz, A dF, 
x(-a)‘[dd”Jzl’+dd’(-log(-a))] 
=2(f -Iz2/‘)‘fidz, A d;, 
+ {2(1-]~~]~)“+2(1-~~,1~)” ‘} adz, A d5, 
and hence, for any 0 <a, dd”(u + v) is not dominated by a constant times 
( -o)“[d&lz12 + dd”( -log( -o))] near (]z,l < 1, /z21 = 1) =dD\a,D, i.e., 
(3.3)’ is not satisfied. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Here we return to the example discussed in the Introduc- 
tion, i.e., let D= (z= (z,, z,)E@~: lz,l < 1, Iz2( cl}, U= 1z,f2, and 
580;74;2-15 
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u = lz2(‘. As we have seen in Section 1, (3.1) and (3.2)’ are fulfilled but (3.4) 
does not hold. By a direct computation, we obtain 
d&(u+a)=2{fidzl A df, +fidz2 A d&j 
which is not dominated by a constant times 
(1 - (~,(~)“(l - (Z2[2)c’ i (1 - lzi[*))’ dd’(zi(2 
foranyO<ccnear {lz,/<l, ~z2~=1}u{~z,~=1,~z2~<1}=~D\~sD.Thus 
(3.3)” is not satisfied. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Take U, u E P,(D) satisfying (3.1), (3.2), and 
(3.3). Fix Ca 0, 0 < CI and open U c C” for which (3.3) holds. Without loss 
of generality, we assume that o! < 1. For 6 > 0, we define 
uLp-(-p*)z, 
n-l 
0” = 1 (dd”u)k (dd”us)“-k- l. 
k=O 
First we see that P’) c P’“), 6 > 0. To do this note that (3.3) implies 
dd”(u + v) d C’dd’( -(- p*)“) on DnU, (3.6) 
where C’=2NC(nFZ, Ijp,Il”,)/~~(l -a). Since (a(1 -u)/2N)( -p*)” 
dd”qcp’ d dd”( - ( -p*)‘) d (1/2N)( - p*)” dd”qcp’ on D, we have, on D n U, 
/3*&Y-‘[dd”(-(-p*)“)] 
2 {6a(l -a)(-p*)x/2N)“-’ 8, 
>, {6a(l -a))+’ [d&(-(-p*)“)] 
2 {6a(l -a))“-’ (C’+6)‘-“8”. 
To obtain the final inequality, we used (3.6) and an elementary inequality 
6’ < [dd’( u + us)]” ~ ’ on D. Therefore r(“) = U n rtP) c U n rep,@) c rep@). 
The above observation also shows that the Lebesgue measure V on D is 
absolutely continuous with respect to dd”qcp’ A Bs, 6 >O. Hence, by 
Theorem 2.1, it holds that 
P!P@)(Z, E aD\@) = 1 V-a.e. z ED. I (3.7) 
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From (3.1) the similar inequality (Mu)” d (d&us)’ on D follows and, by 




Then Lemma 1 in [ 111 implies 
(u - u”)(z) 2 Ey’nq-(u - u”)(Z,,)] 
>Ey’[(U-ll)(Z,(,)]-~~Ip*l~; V-a.e. ZE D, (3.8) 
where G c D. Recall that Z,, + Z, as G 7 D. Thus, letting G t D in (3.8), on 
account of (3.7) we have 
(u-d)(z)2 -sl/p*I/‘L V-a.e. : E D, 
from which, letting 6 LO, we obtain 
(u - u)(z) 3 0 V-a.e. r E D. 
Because U, u E P,(D), this completes the proof. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC VALUES FOR HOLOMORPHIC FIJNCTIONS 
In this section, we will consider the same situation as in Section 2. For a 
holomorphic function 4 : D + C’, we say that y E C’ is an asymptotic value 
of I$ at x E aD if there exists a curve y: [0, ~0) + D such that 
lim,, 53 y(t)=x and lim,,, &y(t)) = y. We call the above curve y an 
asymptotic path. We are interested in the following theorem which is a 
generalization of the result by Banuelos and Bksendal (see Theorem 1.10 
in [I]). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 4: D-+ C’ be a holomorphic function with 
Cap( C’\#(D)) > 0, where Cap denotes the logarithmic capacity. Suppose 
that for each compact Kc 4(D), b-‘(K) is also compact. Then,for q.e. z E D, 
,uLcc;,-a.e. y is an asymptotic value of 4 at some XE aD\Fp,“‘, where 
iI+?) yGm,u, is the Euclidean harmonic measure for I$( U). 
Proof. Take a holomorphic 4: D -+ C’ with the properties stated in the 
theorem. Then, for q.e. z, 4(X,) - 4( ) z IS a conformal martingale under 
Ppe) because of the definition of the conformal martingale diffusion 
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kFB) = (Z,, (, Pyq. By a standard time-change argument and 
Lemma 2.3, we can express as 
$h(Z,)-$h(z)=B ( j;d4 ype(Z,)ds), t20 (4.1) 
with a C’-valued Brownian motion B(t) satisfying B(O)=O. Define 
rz=inf{t>O;$(z)+B(t)$~(D)}. 
Then, since Pip.@([ = +co) = 1 q.e. z E D and 4 is proper, it follows from 
(4.1) that 
z; = s -d4-‘;6~~(Z,)dr Plp,e’-a.s., q.e. z E D. (4.2) 0 
By Kakutani’s test (see [ 17]), we have 
P!P*“‘(t_ < +co) = 1. _ _ 
Combining this with (4.1) (4.2), and Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
P!P*@)( lim #(Z,) exists and lim Z,E~D\F(~*')) = 1. 
1-03 ,-Co 
Therefore, if we set d*(o) = lim,, o. d(Z,) and 
(4.3) 
QO= (w; lim &Z,) exists and lim Z,E~D\~("")) 
,-CC 1-00 
H= {4*(4; WEQO), 
then, because of (4.1) and (4.3), we conclude that 
p,(;)(H) = Pyy(b(z) + B(TZ) E H) 
2 Py)(c20) 
= 1. 
This completes the proof. 
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